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Product Specifications

Typical solar properties
with film mounted to
3mm clear glass
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LLumar glass treatment films protect 
both you and your car from the damaging
effects of the sun. 

LLumar automotive films are designed to enhance
your vehicle’s appearance and to provide the 
performance features you desire. Choose from an
array of optically clear and tinted films that range
from high-performance dyed films to metal 
combinations and top-of-the-line all metal films to
customize your vehicle.

Reduce the Sun’s Heat and Glare - Driving 
a car in direct sunlight can result in fatigue, 
eyestrain and loss of concentration. Solar films 
filter out the worst of the sun’s heat and glare 
while letting light in so you have a clearer, more
comfortable view of the road. 

Decrease Fading - Exposure to direct sunlight 
can cause your vehicle’s interior surfaces to fade
and crack over time. LLumar film can filter out up
to 99% of the damaging UV rays. Blocking the UV
rays will help to protect your skin and extend the
life and beauty of your vehicle's interior. 

Improve Safety & Security - LLumar safety/
security film is now available for vehicles. When
this film is applied to the inside of a window it holds
shattered glass in place — reducing the likelihood
of personal injury, protecting property and deterring
thieves. LLumar safety and security film is an 
invisible shield against the unexpected.

Demand Quality - The best films require the 
best technicians. LLumar Authorized Dealers are
carefully selected by the manufacturer for their 
commitment to providing professional installations
and customer service. Factory-training ensures
quality and performance. 

Known for their quality and patented scratch-
resistant coating, LLumar films are durable and 
virtually maintenance free. 

LLumar glass treatment films are manufactured exclusively by CPFilms Inc., 
a Unit of Solutia. CPFilms is a member of the Association of Industrial Metallizers
Coaters and Laminators. All data has been measured in accordance with AIMCAL
standards. All values averaged from routinely accumulated quality control data. 

*New product - AT15CHSRHPR replaces former AT20CHSRHPR construction.

Premium Dyed Films
AT05GRSRHPR (gray) 6 44 8 99
AT05CHSRHPR (charcoal) 5 41 8 99
AT15GRSRHPR (gray) 15 40 8 99
AT15CHSRHPR (charcoal)* 17 41 8 99
AT35GRSRHPR (gray) 38 32 8 99
AT35CHSRHPR (charcoal) 38 32 8 99
AT50GRSRHPR (gray) 55 26 8 99
AT50CHSRHPR (charcoal) 55 26 8 99
Premium Metallized Films
ATR05CHSRHPR (charcoal) 5 63 8 99
ATR20CHSRHPR (charcoal) 21 48 8 99
ATR20BRSRHPR (bronze) 23 48 8 99
ATR35CHSRHPR (charcoal) 38 44 8 99
ATR35BRSRHPR (bronze) 38 44 8 99
ATR50CHSRHPR (charcoal) 55 34 8 99
ATT05SSRHPR2 (smoke) 0/5 79/40 60/8 99
ATT20SSRHPR2 (smoke) 8/20 70/36 40/14 99
Deluxe Metallized Films
ATN20NSRHPR (neutral) 22 60 25 99
ATN35NSRHPR (neutral) 35 53 22 99
High Performance Sputtered Films
PP20LUSRHPR (neutral) 24 63 29 99
PP35LUSRHPR (neutral) 37 52 18 99
PP50LUSRHPR (neutral) 50 41 13 99
Ultra Performance Sputtered Films
PP60GNSRHPR (green) 57 44 14 99
Windscreen Films
AIR75SRHPR (clear) 73 39 9 99

Don’t make uncomfortable heat buildup, unwanted glare and faded interiors part of your road trips... 
take control of the sun and enhance your car’s good looks... with LLumar.


